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SDR design challenges … 
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 Military SDRs are rich of FPGA based block sets

 FPGA based design requires usage of HDLs 
(VHDL/Verilog HDL)

 The HDL design requires multi-dimensional subject 
knowledge including digital, timing, 
functional/algorithmic issues.

 Developing FPGA based algorithms is time 
consuming and becomes critical path in most of the 
communication projects
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Model based design
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 In model based design there are models each with a 
specific functionality (like components).

 In drag and drop environment, designer can create 
block diagram based on the required models.

 Simulation and synthesis tools running at back end 
automate the design process.

 Most of the model design tools approach is HLS (high 
level synthesis)
 Top down design 

 HDL code generation from C/MATLAB

 Doesn’t generate optimized code under all conditions. 

USSS
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 Based on the bottom up design approach

 No HLS algorithm approach

 Direct HDL code printing techniques based on the 
selected options for model.

 Scripts for automation of design flow with third party 
tools (simulation / synthesis / FPGA programming)

 Powered with rich IP blocks provided by UTS

 Can work with third party supplied IPs (HDL, netlist) 

 Can be made to work on any Xilinx FPGA board. 

 Beta version will be released by End of Oct 2015
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Design environment
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Libraries and models

model

Dialog box for selecting

Parameters of models

Algorithm development using RTL library
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 USSS provides RTL components (adder, regs, 

multiplier, muxes etc)

 Designer with basic knowledge in digital can realize 

algorithms

 Can be used as HDL learning platform as the 

generated code is highly commented based on the 

options selected in models.
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How the Xilinx/Altera IP cores are 

supported
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 USSS is a graphical frame work with UTS provided 

components

 For vendor provided IPs/Macros tool provides 

transparent support.

 All Xilinx/Altera IP cores can be still used in similar 

way as that of HDL flow even in the USSS graphical 

environment.

 In addition the USSS provided UTS IP libraries 

speed up SDR design frame works. 

How USSS fits in UTS product&service model
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UTS 
product/service

IP Libraries 
only

IP & USSS tool 
+ Hardware 

drivers

Other 
product/ 

service models

IP & 

USSS tool

Designer will be able to apply inputs 

and see outputs through Chipscope

Designer will be able to access 

ADC/DAC and Etherent etc. All interface 

Data in Graphical environment
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Key benefits when compared with 

similar products
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 Tight integration support with UTS provided all IP 

libraries

 Depending on the type of license opted can generate 

HDL/Netlist.

 Open hardware support. The generated design can 

be ported across different OEMs hardware. 

 UTS can provide driver development service for third 

party hardware on case to case basis. 

Thank you
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